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Abstract. This paper presents an approach to improve Indonesian skill recognition us-
ing an enhanced bidirectional encoder transformers with relative position (EBERT-RP).
The proposed method aims to overcome the challenges in recognizing Indonesian skills
due to the complexity of the Indonesian language and the lack of annotated data. The
EBERT-RP model incorporates relative position embeddings, which allow the model to
capture the relative positions of tokens in a sentence, and a novel attention mechanism
that improves the model’s ability to attend the critical information. To evaluate the perfor-
mance of the EBERT-RP model, we conducted experiments on a dataset of Indonesian
skill recognition task. Our results show that the EBERT-RP model outperforms other
state-of-the-art models, achieving an F1-score of 90.2% on the test set. Furthermore, we
conducted an ablation study to analyze the contribution of the relative position embed-
dings and the attention mechanism to the model’s performance. The results show that
the relative position embeddings and the attention mechanism are crucial for high per-
formance.
Keywords: EBERT-RP, Skill recognition, Relative position, NER, Natural language
processing

1. Introduction. Natural language processing (NLP) has become increasingly impor-
tant in recent years, with numerous applications such as text classification [1], sentiment
analysis [2], text generation [3], and skill recognition [4]. Skill recognition is a challenging
task that involves identifying skills and competencies from a candidate’s resume or job
application [5]. This task has gained significant attention due to its importance in the
recruitment process for many industries [6].

NLP models’ success relies heavily on capturing the relationship between two words
in a sentence. Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) is a
pre-trained NLP model with remarkable performance in various tasks [7] and also has
shown promising results in NER tasks [10]. BERT multilingual [7], IndoBERT [11], and
IndoNLU [12] are pre-trained model Indonesian language. Using domain-adaptive pre-
training such language is advantageous in enhancing the performance of the task for
both hard skills and soft skill components. However, BERT does not consider the relative
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position between words in a sentence [8], which is particularly important for languages
with complex grammar and word order, such as Indonesian.
The recognition of skills from job postings and resumes is a crucial task in talent

management and recruitment processes [9]. Skill recognition is challenging due to the
variation in language use, context, and expression of skills across different job postings and
resumes [4]. Named entity recognition (NER) has been widely used to identify and extract
named entities, such as persons, organizations, and locations, from natural language texts.
However, conventional NER methods do not perform well in recognizing skills, which often
involve complex expressions and domain-specific terminology. The existing BERT-based
models have limited performance in recognizing skills due to the model’s inability to
capture the complex relationships and dependencies between tokens in a sequence.
There has been a growing interest in incorporating relative position mechanisms into

deep learning models for NLP tasks. Several studies have proposed methods to enhance
BERT with relative position mechanisms for various NLP tasks, such as NER and rela-
tion extraction [13]. These methods have shown improved performance compared to the
original BERT model [14]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no
study that investigates the use of relative position mechanisms for skill recognition tasks,
particularly in the Indonesian language.
In this paper, we propose an enhanced bidirectional encoder transformers with relative

position (EBERT-RP) for Indonesian skill recognition. Our model incorporates relative
positional encoding to capture the relationship between words in a sentence. We also
introduce a new skill recognition dataset for the Indonesian language. We evaluate our
proposed model on the benchmark dataset and compare it with other baseline models,
demonstrating its superior performance.

2. Literature Review. This section describes the research conducted in skill recognition
and the relative position embedding in transformers.

2.1. Relative position embedding in transformers. Transformers [15] that use self-
attention mechanisms have been adopted in various NLP tasks due to their parallelism
and excellence in modeling very long contexts. Relative position embedding is transformer
positional information proposed to improve the weaknesses of absolute position embedding
with a sinusoidal function. The relative position was first introduced by adding a vector
as directional information from the input element [16]. This vector is embedded in the
key matrix in calculating attention values and the value matrix in calculating attention
filtering values. It was further developed in Transformer-XL [17] and XLNet [3]. The
relative position embedding was improved in Transformer-XL and XLNet by adding a bias
parameter in the form of an absolute positional encodings vector to the content-based and
location-based attention. The relative position embedding proposed in Transformer-XL
and XLNet was used in NER modeling [13]. The modification was to remove the matrix
parameter and maintain the bias parameter. In this paper, we utilize relative position
encodings to capture the difference in positions between tokens, enabling the model to
learn relative positional relationships.

2.2. Skill recognition. Several studies have addressed skill recognition tasks using vari-
ous methods. BERT-BiLSTM-CRF has been used in studies for skill recognition tasks [5]
in English. It was found that the model based on BERT pretraining vector was better.
However, the disambiguation of multi-sense skills is the recognition and normalization

of occupational skills in online recruitment. Using word embedding to quantify skills,
apply Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods to aggregate vectors into clusters
representing respective senses [18]. That clustering algorithm outperforms other clustering
algorithms for the disambiguation problem.
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The automated approach for skill entity recognition and normalization has essential
applications in workforce training and job matching. It can significantly improve the
accuracy of identifying and matching relevant skills with skill taxonomic generation and
skill tagging [6]. The problem being addressed is an extreme multi-label classification
(XMLC) problem [9] and SVM [19], where the binary relevance of thousands of individual
skills needs to be determined based on the descriptions provided. The model effectively
tackles the issue of missing skills and can help recover relevant skills that may have been
overlooked during the job posting process.

SkillNER enables the detection of communities of job profiles based on their shared
soft skills and communities of soft skills based on their shared job profiles [4]. This system
demonstrates that it can automatically retrieve soft skills from a large corpus efficiently,
proving useful for firms, institutions, and workers.

Deep learning methods, such as BERT, can be effective for skill recognition tasks in
various languages. Using domain-adaptive pre-training is beneficial in improving the per-
formance of the task in terms of both hard skills and soft skill components. Several studies
for skill recognition use domain language adaptive pre-trained, such as Finnish language
(FinBERT) [20], and JobSpanBERT [21].

Our proposed approach for Indonesian skill recognition introduces a novel model that
utilizes enhanced bidirectional encoder transformers with relative positions. This enhance-
ment involves integrating relative position information into the architecture of the model.
Relative position information refers to the positions of words in relation to each other
within a sentence or sequence rather than relying on their absolute positions in the input
sequence.

3. Material and Methodology. In this section, we present our approach for an en-
hanced bidirectional encoder transformers with relative position (EBERT-RP) for Indone-
sian skill recognition, depicted in Figure 1. Our model comprises two modules, namely
the pretrained language model EBERT-RP and skill recognition model. Each module
has four steps: tokenization, pre-processing, proposed model of EBERT-RP, and training
model.

Figure 1. The architecture of EBERT-RP for skill recognition

3.1. Material. The EBERT-RP pre-training process and skill recognition modeling used
a dataset composed of Indonesian language job requirements gathered from various job
portals. The collected data was filtered to remove duplicates, resulting in 34,966 job
requirements. The dataset was then divided into two groups: one for pre-training the
language model and the other for skill recognition modeling.

The dataset used for pre-training the EBERT-RP language model did not include any
annotations. To enhance the corpus for pre-training EBERT-RP, we add the Indonesian
and English Wikipedia corpus to the job requirements dataset.
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The dataset used in the skill recognition modelling follows the BIO tagging format [22]
which includes three labels: Beginning, Inside, and Other. The dataset contains 4,394
job requirements pre-processed through word tokenization and manually labeled by an
annotator to identify entities related to B-HSkill, S-Skill, B-Tech, I-HSkill, I-SSkill, and
I-Tech.

3.2. Tokenization. Tokenize the text data into word pieces, also known as sub words.
This is done using an algorithm called WordPiece, which breaks words into smaller units
based on the frequency of occurrence. The vocabulary set in the EBERT-RP tokenizer
is a set of all the unique tokens the model uses to represent text data. These tokens are
the input sequences’ building blocks fed into the EBERT-RP model. The vocabulary set
includes a special set of tokens, such as the [CLS] token to indicate the start of a sequence,
the [SEP] token to separate sentences or different parts of a sequence, and the [MASK]
token from masking out certain tokens during training. The size of the vocabulary set in
the EBERT-RP model has 31,923 of tokens. Table 1 shows a sample of tokenizing a job
description.

Table 1. Sample of tokenizing a job description

Job description Tokenize
Mahir dalam bahasa SQL,
HTML, dan VB.

[‘[CLS]’, ‘mahir’, ‘dalam’, ‘bahasa’, ‘sql’, ‘,’, ‘html’, ‘,’,
‘dan’, ‘vb’, ‘.’, ‘[SEP]’]

3.3. Pre-processing. The job requirements dataset is pre-processed by tokenizing the
text into individual words using the WordPiece tokenizer. The resulting tokens are then
converted to their corresponding token IDs and segment IDs and masked to indicate which
tokens are actual words and which are padding. We also add special tokens to indicate
the start and end of each sentence in the text. Table 2 shows a sample of pre-processing
a job description.

Table 2. Sample of pre-processing a job description

Sentence Mahir dalam bahasa SQL, HTML, dan VB.

Token IDs: [2, 24633, 1878, 2760, 12271, 16, 10727, 16, 1622, 30020, 18, 3]

Segment IDs: [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

Mask IDs: [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]

The integer IDs assigned to each word or sub-word token in the input text will be
referred to as the input word vector ti and added to the absolute position vector pi
(i = 1, 2, . . . , n with n = 256). A maximum number of words that can be processed in
EBERT-RP is n = 256. We use Equations (1) and (2) for the absolute position vector pi.

PE (pos,2i) = sin
(
pos/100002i/d

)
(1)

PE (pos,2i+1) = cos
(
pos/100002i/d

)
(2)

The result of the addition will produce vector xi. Equation (3) shows the addition process
on each word vector.

xi = ti + pi (3)

where xi, ti, pi, and i are output vectors in the position embedding layer: word vector,
absolute position vector, and position vector, respectively.
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3.4. Proposed model. The EBERT-RP model is based on the BERT architecture but
includes several modifications. We add a relative position embedding layer to the model
to help it recognize the relative positions of skills in the text. They also modify the input
layer to include a token position embedding layer, which helps the model recognize the
positions of individual words in the text.

A sequence input x = (x1, x2, . . . , xm) with xi ∈ Rdx and m as the length of the sentence
will be projected using three matrices WQ ∈ Rm×dq , WK ∈ Rm×dk , and W V ∈ Rm×dv to
extract feature representations Q, K, and V , which are called query, key, and value with
dk = dq. The Q, K, and V matrices are calculated using Equation (4).

Q = xiW
Q, K = xiW

K , V = xiW
V (4)

Relative positional embedding is done by adding a vector aVij , a
K
ij ∈ Rda , where aVij and aKij

are the direction information of the input elements xi and xj, respectively. The vector a
K
ij is

embedded in the matrix K = xjW
K to interact with matrix Q = xiW

Q in calculating the
attention score. Meanwhile, the vector is embedded in matrix V = xjW

V in calculating
the attention filtration. Equations (5) and (6) show the modified attention filter and
attention score with relative position embedding. Equation (7) shows the interaction of
relative position with matrix Q.

zi =
n∑

j=1

αij

(
xjW

V + aVij
)
where αij =

exp eij∑n
k=1 exp eik

(5)

eij =
xiW

Q
(
xjW

K + aKij
)T

√
dz

(6)

eij =
xiW

Q
(
xjW

K
)T

+ xiW
QaKij

T

√
dz

(7)

3.5. Training. We train EBERT-RP models from scratch based on the aforementioned
configuration. We train EBERT-RP based on a masked language model objective as pre-
vious research has done [7], randomly we select 15% of tokens, and then substitute 80% of
these tokens with “[MASK]”, substitute another random 10% token, and take care 10%
of the tokens unspoiled. We use a transformers encoder with 12 hidden layers (dimension
= 768), 12 attention heads, and 3 hidden feedforward layers (dimension = 3,072). The
only difference is the maximum sequence length, fixed at 256 tokens based on the average
number of tokens in job requests. We also train BERT (without relative position) with
the same dataset and configuration used in EBERT-RP to compare the performance of
EBERT-RP.

3.6. Fine-tuning. The EBERT-RP pretrained language model is used to identify skill
entities in job requirements. A linear layer and SoftMax activation are added in the NER
skill model to identify entities. We use one of the hyperparameters suggested in research
before [7] as the optimal hypermeter value in fine-tuning the model, for example, learning
rate is 5e-3, epoch = 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, and batch size = 32.

4. Result and Discussion. The EBERT-RP language models were trained using the
NVIDIA A100-SXM machine. The training process used hyperparameters such as a learn-
ing rate of 1e-04, a dropout rate of 0.1, a batch size of 64, and 300 epochs with 448,500
steps. The resulting model has 110M parameters.

The EBERT-RP model and BERT (without relative position) are fine-tuned on the
annotated job requirements dataset for modeling Indonesian skill recognition. We use a
batch size of 32 and train the model for 11 epochs with an Adam optimizer.

We evaluate the performance of our proposed model EBERT-RP on the test set using
precision, recall, and F1-score at the level of individual tokens and entities. Table 3 shows
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the performance of EBERT-RP model at the token level outperforms BERT without a
relative position. The lable “O” has the highest performance (F1-score = 96%), as it is
owned by most of the tokens in the dataset because of this entity. The lable “B-Tech”
has an F1-score = 85%, because a single word commonly owns this entity. Overall, this
model has performance F1-score = 73.5% at token level.

Table 3. Performance model at the token level

Lable
BERT (without relative position) EBERT-RP

Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score
B-HSkill 59% 65% 62% 69% 53% 60%
B-SSkill 71% 87% 78% 76% 86% 81%
B-Tech 84% 84% 84% 88% 81% 85%
I-HSkill 65% 52% 58% 72% 51% 60%
I-SSkill 68% 54% 61% 80% 54% 64%
I-Tech 73% 59% 65% 83% 60% 69%
O 95% 95% 95% 94% 97% 96%

Table 4 shows performance model at the entity level. The lable “B-SSkill” has the
highest performance (F1-score = 97%), and the lowest performance is “I-Tech” (F1-score
= 82%). The proposed model achieved an F1-score of 90.2% at entity levels.

Table 4. Performance model at the entity level

Lable
BERT (without relative position) EBERT-RP

Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score
B-HSkill 85% 90% 87% 88% 92% 90%
B-SSkill 94% 97% 96% 95% 98% 97%
B-Tech 92% 92% 92% 94% 95% 94%
I-HSkill 85% 80% 82% 89% 87% 88%
I-SSkill 94% 82% 88% 93% 86% 90%
I-Tech 80% 69% 74% 88% 76% 82%

We compare the performance of our model with other baseline pre-trained language
models, including BERT without relative position embedding, BERT [7], IndoBERT [11],
and IndoNLU [12]. Table 5 shows performance comparison between other pretrained In-
donesian language models and EBERT-RP.

Table 5. Comparison of models’ performances

Token level Entity level
Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score

Baseline

BERT 81% 75% 78% 87.9% 85.9% 86.3%
IndoNLU 52% 30% 31% 58.3% 49.0% 53.2%
IndoBERT 81% 76% 78% 87.4% 85.7% 86.5%

BERT (without
relative position)

74% 71% 72% 88% 85% 87%

Ours EBERT-RP 80.2% 68.8% 73.5% 91.1% 89.0% 90.2%

The results showed that adding relative position embedding can significantly improve
the model’s recognition of Indonesian skills. The token level F1-score achieved by the
proposed model was 73.5%, which is lower than that of BERT and IndoBERT. This dis-
crepancy can be attributed to BERT and IndoBERT being trained on larger datasets than
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EBERT-RP. However, at the entity level, our proposed model surpasses the performance
of the baseline models with a precision of 91.1%, a recall of 89%, and an F1-score of
90.2%. This improvement is because EBERT-RP incorporates relative positional encod-
ing to capture the relationship between words in a sentence. Additionally, EBERT-RP is
trained using a corpus of job descriptions, so that skill recognition can be better captured.

5. Conclusion. This paper proposes an enhanced bidirectional encoder transformers
with relative position (EBERT-RP) for Indonesian skill recognition. We incorporate a
relative positional encoding layer into the BERT architecture to enhance the model’s
ability to capture the relationship between words in a sentence.

Our experimental results demonstrate that EBERT-RP outperforms baseline models
such as BERT [7], IndoNLU [12] and IndoBERT [11] in terms of precision (91.1%), recall
(89%) and F1-score (90.2%) for entity level. The ablation study shows that the relative
positional encoding layer contributes significantly to the model’s performance.

Our work contributes to the development of natural language processing techniques for
low-resource languages such as Indonesian. Incorporating relative positional encoding is a
promising approach for improving the performance of language models in languages with
complex syntax and grammar. There are various potential areas for future development,
for example, 1) a direction could involve solely utilizing job descriptions in the dataset
during pre-training of the language model EBERT-RP without incorporating addition-
al corpora like the wiki corpus, and 2) exploring cross-lingual skill recognition involves
researching methods to expand the model’s capabilities beyond the Indonesian language
and enable it to identify skills in multiple languages.
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